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Abstract
Continental dust impurities in Antarctic ice provide information on climate changes in the dust source areas and on past
atmospheric circulation. We investigated records of dust species from the last 45 ka in the East Antarctic EPICA DomeC (EDC) ice
core with special emphasis on the lithium (Li) content of dust. We obtained two complementary Li-records using a new Ion
Chromatography (IC) technique in line with Inductively Coupled Plasma-Sector Field Mass Spectroscopy (ICP-SFMS).
Concentrations of soluble Li (Li+) were obtained using IC, while total concentrations of Li (LiT) were obtained using ICP-SFMS,
providing an ideal opportunity to investigate the soluble and insoluble chemistry of Li in East Antarctic dust over the last glacial–
interglacial transition. The records show that changes in the solubility of Li are associated with climatic changes. For the late glacial
period and the Antarctic Cold Reversal (ACR) a large fraction, up to 75%, of the LiT content is present as insoluble minerals whereas
for the Holocene period it seems that Li is present mainly as soluble salts (Li+). We compared the concentrations of Li+ with the
concentrations of Ca2+ and the mass and size characteristics of the dust, which were obtained using Coulter Counting (CC).
Furthermore we compared the concentrations of LiT with the concentrations of BaT . Our analysis suggests that the changes in
solubility of Li along the EDC ice core are related to changes in compositions of the dust minerals. During the late glacial period,
changes in the dust composition is characteristic of variations in the strength of the atmospheric circulation, while changes over the
last glacial–interglacial transition are indicative of a change in the major dust source areas. The dust characteristics for the glacial and
the Holocene periods indicate two different dust types. The glacial dust type partly disappeared after the ACR, while the Holocene
dust type appeared significantly after around 16 ka BP and became dominant after the ACR. The relative increase in the Holocene
dust type at the glacial–interglacial transition could be due to changed conditions in the potential source area or to changed patterns of
atmospheric circulation, resulting in enhanced transport from a source area that was different from the glacial source areas.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Aeolian dust deposits contain important information
on past atmospheric dust transport and on dust
mobilization in the source areas. In particular, dust
deposited onto the East Antarctic Plateau represents a
tracer for long range atmospheric dust transport over
the Southern Ocean, which is believed to play a
central role in the global CO2 budget through fertilization with iron rich dust and the consequent uptake of
atmospheric CO2 by the ocean [1]. Detailed analysis of
dust impurities in East Antarctic ice cores has been
performed in order to obtain information on their
concentrations and size characteristics [2,3], mineralogy
[4], element composition [5], and isotope composition
[6]. Many new high resolution records of dust species
have been obtained from the recently recovered EPICA
Dome C (EDC) ice core [7], providing an ideal database
to investigate, in detail, temporal changes in East
Antarctic dust. Isotope analyses (Nd and Sr) of glacial
dust from East Antarctic ice cores have identified
Patagonia (Argentina) as the main glacial dust source
area, with possible additional contributions from South
Africa or Australia [6,8]. Recent analyses on East
Antarctic ice cores are confirming a Patagonian origin
for dust during glacial times [9], while for interglacial
periods other source locations, such as Eastern Australia
in particular, may have contributed to a more important
extent [10].
Dust concentrations in the EDC ice core decreased by
a factor of 50 from 790 pbb (parts per billion) at the Last
Glacial Maximum (LGM) to 15 pbb during the
Holocene period [3]. In general, concentrations of dust
species in polar ice cores have decreased during warm
periods, partly due to weakened transport [11], and
partly to decreased dust mobilization in the source area
as a result of locally increased humidity and vegetation
cover [12]. Also changes in particle size characteristics
are associated with climate changes and in particular to
changes in conditions for long range atmospheric
transport. For instance, in Greenland ice cores, particle
size distribution modes (size modes in the following) are
small during warm periods when atmospheric transport
becomes less vigorous [13]. However, a contrasting
increase in the particle size mode at the transition from
the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) to the Holocene was
observed in the EDC ice core [3] and was explained as
an effect of more favorable conditions for transport of
dust to East Antarctica in the Holocene compared to the
LGM [14]. This hypothesis was recently supported by
the identification in the EDC ice core of possible inputs
of volcanic Ir and Pt from coastal Antarctic areas exclu-
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sively during warm periods [15]. Other contradictions
about atmospheric transport from Patagonia to East
Antarctica during the LGM have resulted from atmosphere coupled general circulation model simulations
[16] and back trajectory analysis [17], leaving many
open questions about changes in the southern hemispheric dust cycle during the last glacial–interglacial
transition.
Here we present a detailed investigation of the
chemical and physical properties of the EDC dust
material over the last 45 ka with a special emphasis on
Li, which has peculiar geochemical properties and
therefore can provide new information for a better
understanding of the changes in the dust cycle during
the last glacial–interglacial transition. Li exists in the
environment at trace concentrations, with an average
abundance in the upper crust of 22 ppm (parts per
million) [18]. In addition, Li is relatively insoluble in
water, and fits poorly into most mineral structures,
which is why pure Li minerals are rare, however they
can be found for example in Western Australia, where
Li-minerals (pegmatite) are mined. On the other hand,
the solubility of Li increases largely with increasing
temperature, why Li can be very mobile during rock–
water interactions and tends to accumulate in clay
sediments, or in evaporite deposits. For instance, the salt
lakes of the Bolivian Altiplano constitute a major
deposit of Li-salts.
Concentrations of total Li (LiT) were previously
measured in the East Antarctic Vostok ice core [19].
Low concentrations in the order of a few pg g− 1 were
found during interglacial periods and high concentrations (between 40 and 100 pg g− 1) during glacial
periods. Based on enriched amounts of Li compared to
other crustal species they concluded that the atmospheric cycle of Li was influenced by sources other than
soil dust during warmer periods, or alternatively these
changes in Li amounts during warm periods were in part
linked with changes in the dust source areas, or physical
soil conditions (variations in humidity), or transport
processes (gravitational settling) between glacial and
interglacial periods.
Using a new Ion Chromatography (IC) technique
[20], we obtained the first Antarctic record of soluble Li
(Li+) from the EDC ice core. A complementary record of
the total amount of Li (soluble plus insoluble, LiT) was
obtained using Inductively Coupled Plasma-Sector Field
Mass Spectrometry (ICP-SFMS) [19]. A comparison of
the two Li records offers an ideal opportunity to
investigate soluble and insoluble behavior of Li in
Antarctic ice. Complementary analysis of Ca+, BaT, dust
mass and size characteristics were performed. Hereby we
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obtained information on changes in the Li enrichment
factor and how these changes are related to changes in
dust composition, which could help with the understanding of possible changes in weathering in the dust
source area, changes in location of the dust source and
changed conditions for transport.
2. Data and experimental methods
2.1. IC analysis of Li+ and Ca2+
Ion Chromatography (IC) was used for simultaneous
analysis of a variety of simple soluble ions such as SO42−,
NO3−, Ca2+ and Na+ [21]. Using a new IC technique [20]
Li+ was detected in addition to the other ions.
From the top 588 m of the EDC ice core, 55 cm long
strips for IC analysis were cut in the field and distributed
between 5 European laboratories, where the strips were
manually decontaminated, using microtome knives, and
cut into 2.5 or 5 cm sub-samples before they were melted
and analyzed. For the depth interval from 588 m to
788 m, samples for IC analysis were collected from
contamination free excess melt water during continuous
flow analysis [21]. The sample depth interval for these
samples varies roughly between 10 cm and 50 cm
depending on the amount of excess melt water from the
flow analysis. In this work we present concentrations of
Li+ and Ca2+ in 1448 samples from the top 788 m of the
EDC ice core, measured at the Department of Geophysics, University of Copenhagen, where the new IC
technique was developed for the detection of Li+ in trace
amounts. This record represents discontinuous 55 cm
sections of the core. The amount of data from the top
200 m of the ice core are limited due to lack of analyses in
this part. Based on repeated measurements of standard
solutions, the precision of the Li+ concentrations was
found to be better than 10% for the whole range of
measured Li+ concentrations. The analytical detection
limit for Li+ was around 1 pg g− 1 (10− 12 g per g of ice).
Process blanks for IC measurements were made from a
rod of frozen ultrapure water, which were manually
decontaminated with a microtome knife. A small amount
of lithium was detected in all these blanks — on average
1 pg g− 1, probably due to contamination from the plastic
tube in which the ice rod was frozen. The amount of Li
detected in the process blanks was, however, much
lower than the glacial concentrations and were sufficiently low enough to have no affect on the significance
of the relatively low interglacial Li concentrations. The
IC Ca2+ record [22] was measured in parallel with a high
resolution Ca2+ record obtained by Continuous Flow
Analysis [23].

2.2. Coulter Counting of insoluble particles
Coulter Counting (CC) was used to estimate dust
mass concentrations and highly resolved particle size
characteristics as some IC samples from the top 588 m
of the ice core had a sufficiently large volume to be
analyzed this way. Between 4 and 6 samples from each
sample bag, adding up to 222 samples, were analyzed
for particle characteristics. Dust masses were evaluated
based on the assumption that the particles are spherical
with a mass density of 2.7 g cm − 3 . The major
uncertainty in particle counting is due to the fact that
particles in a liquid suspension are not homogeneously
distributed, and they have a tendency to settle by gravity.
However, repeated sample particle counting showed in
most cases to have reproducibility better than ± 15%.
The CC data presented here were measured in parallel
with the EDC dust data presented in [3]. The two data
sets are mutually consistent.
2.3. Analysis of LiT and BaT concentrations
Inductively Coupled Plasma-Sector Field Mass
Spectrometry (ICP-SFMS) was used for simultaneous
analyses of a variety of trace elements. In the top 788 m
of the EDC ice core 46 samples were analyzed using
ICP-SFMS (the data are reported in [24]). For these
analyses discrete 55 cm sample strips were decontaminated in ultra-clean environments at the Laboratoire de
Glaciologie et Géophysique de l’Environnement, Grenoble, France. From each strip two adjacent samples
with a length of about 20 cm were obtained. From each
sample a 5 ml aliquot was analyzed for trace elements at
the Department of Environmental Science, University of
Venice, Italy [5,24,25]. The detection limit for ICPSFMS was 1 pg g− 1 which was sufficient for quantification of LiT in the EDC ice core.
3. Results
3.1. The Li+ and LiT records
Both Li records (Li+ and LiT) in the EDC ice core
follow climate changes with high concentrations during
cold periods and low concentrations during warm
periods (Fig. 1). In the Holocene, the concentrations of
Li+ seem to exceed the concentrations of LiT, which may
be a result of analytical imprecision since concentrations
in these samples are very low at around a few pg g− 1,
which is close to the detection limit of 1 pg g− 1 for both
analytical techniques. Both Li concentrations show
variations in line with changes in dust concentrations.
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Fig. 1. (A) on the left axis (reversed for comparisons) is the EDC ice core record of Deuterium (δD) over the last 45 ka from [36]. On the right axis is
shown actual dust mass concentrations analyzed using CC on excess IC sample volumes from the top 588 m of the ice core. The records are shown on
the EDC-1 age scale [31], which was recommended for the time period of the last 45 ka until most recently, where the EDC-3 age scale [37] has been
established. The differences between the EDC-1 and EDC-3 age scales are small and the use of EDC-1 has no effect on the discussions of this paper.
The δD curve indicates East Antarctic temperature variations over the Holocene period and the later part of the last glacial, including the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM) at 20–25 ka BP and the Antarctic warming event, A1, around 38 ka BP. Also the Antarctic warming, A2, around 45 ka BP is seen
in the right most part of the curve. The last transition in East Antarctica is characterized by a warming trend between 19 ka BP and 11 ka BP, which
was interrupted by the Antarctic Cold Reversal (ACR) 14–12.5 ka BP. (B) The two Li records obtained by, respectively, IC (grey lines; the black line
with open triangles indicate the bag median values) and ICP-SFMS (black squares; the solid black line indicate the bag mean values) analysis are
shown on a logarithmic axis. Bag-means and bag-medians represent respectively mean and median values over 55 cm ice core strips.

At the LGM the concentrations of Li+ and LiT are ∼ 25
and ∼100 pg g− 1, respectively. The concentrations of
LiT in the EDC ice core are very similar to previously
determined LiT concentrations of about 1–100 pg g− 1
in the East Antarctic Vostok ice core [19].
Insoluble trace elements in Antarctic ice are mainly
related to insoluble mineral dust impurities [19], while
soluble species are mainly of marine origin. However,
certain fractions of soluble species are dissolved or
leached from dust minerals. The sea salt contributions to
the amounts of different soluble species are conventionally estimated on the basis of the sea water ratio of the
target analyte to Na+ [26]. The Li+/Na+ mass ratio in sea
water is 1.8 × 10− 5 [27] which is more than 10 times
lower than the average Li+/Na+ mass ratio of 2.1 × 10− 4
measured in the EDC ice core. We therefore can
consider Li+ as well as insoluble Li in the EDC ice
core to be essentially mineral dust species. The
variations in relative amounts of the two species

therefore reflect changes in solubility of Li from mineral
dust. A comparison of the two Li records shows that the
soluble fraction of the Li content changes significantly
along the record. For the glacial period a major fraction
of the Li is insoluble whereas for the Holocene, it seems
that all of the Li is soluble.
In the upper part of the record, Li+ shows high
spikes of up to 100 pg g− 1. A closer inspection of the
data shows that the changes in frequency and
magnitude of the spikes are related to changes in
sample time interval. Furthermore, the peak concentrations of the spikes in the Holocene samples exceed the
peak concentrations in the glacial samples. From these
observations, suggesting that the spikes are absent in
LGM due to the low sample resolution, it is unlikely
that the spikes are artefacts introduced during sampling
and analysis. Although it is difficult to explain the
occurrence of high spikes in the Holocene part of the
record, we believe they represent impurities in the ice;
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not an artefact introduced during sampling or measurements. In fact, the sample time intervals for the
manually cut IC samples are 1–2 yr for the Holocene
and 4.0–4.5 yr for the glacial period. For the ICPSFMS samples, the sample time intervals were
significantly longer, 6–8 yr for the Holocene and 15–
18 yr for the glacial period. This, together with the
much smaller number of samples measured using ICPSFMS could be a reason why the spikes do not appear
in the ICP-SFMS record. The spikes in the Li+ record
may be reflecting particular geochemical properties of
Li either in the dust source region or in the ice matrix.
Changing humidity in local areas at the dust source
could result in short-term exposures of lake sediments
or evaporates highly enriched in Li. Another possibility
could be short-term occurrences of changed wind
trajectories carrying Li enriched dust from a different
source location; for example, the area of Bolivia
Altiplano, South America, at 20 °S, where great salt
planes contain evaporite with extremely high amounts
of Li. Alternatively, the Li+ spikes could be a result of
special properties of Li+ in the ice matrix. Li+ may have
the ability to migrate very fast in the ice, due to its
small ion radius, and to accumulate at locations
favorable for Li. However, no observations so far can
support this hypothesis. High-resolution chemical
analyses of ice samples, using e.g. an ICP-MS
technique, may potentially shed more light on the
source to the Li-spikes.
3.2. Dust composition
Aerosol dust is rather inhomogeneous, consisting of
particles of a wide size range (0.1–10 μm in diameter)
representing a variety of mineral types, characteristic for
a particular dust source area. The clay minerals are
relatively small, while quartz grains are relatively large.
Fractionation of mineral dust during long-range atmospheric transport is a well-known phenomenon (e.g.
[28,29]). Dust size and mineral characteristics are
modified over time in the atmosphere due to different
atmospheric life-times for different fractions of the
aerosol particles. In a moving air parcel the concentrations C = C(t) for an aerosol species with atmospheric
life-time τ, can be expressed as a function of time, t [30]:
C ¼ C0 d exp½ðt  t0 Þd s1 

ð1Þ

or equivalently:
ln½C ¼ ln½C0   ðt  t0 Þd s1

ð2Þ

where C0 is the air concentration of the species at an
earlier time t0. For two different species A and B we
obtain from Eq. (2)
ln½CA  ¼

sB
d ln½CB  þ const:
sA

and further for the ratio between the two species:


sB
 1 d ln½CB  þ const:
ln½CA =CB  ¼
sA

ð3Þ

ð4Þ

Assuming that a major climate influence on air
concentrations are changes in transport time, it follows
from Eq. (4) that the logarithm of the ratio between two
species A and B has a linear relationship with
logarithmic concentrations of species B. For the relative
comparison purpose in the following, we make the
assumption that air concentrations of aerosol species are
well represented by ice concentrations. Hereby we are
neglecting possible effects on concentrations from
varying snow accumulation rates. In fact, these variations are small, a factor of ∼ 2 between the LGM and the
Holocene [31], compared to variations in dust concentrations, which are a factor of 50 between the LGM and
the Holocene [3], and in Li+ concentrations, which vary
by a factor of 10 between the LGM and the Holocene.
Furthermore we did not correct for the sea salt
contributions of the different species, which in case of
Ca2+ is not a negligible amount: 24% ± 10% for the
Holocene, and 8% ± 2% for the glacial period, calculated
using the Na+ concentrations as a sea salt proxy, however
this does not affect our results.
Deviations from a linear relationship between
logarithmic ice concentrations signifies influences on
air concentrations other than transport time. Fig. 2A
shows the relationship between logarithmic Li+/Ca2+
ratios and Ca2+ concentrations. During the glacial
period the Li+/Ca2+ ratios are nearly constant at around
3 × 10− 4, which is similar to the Li/Ca mass ratio in the
upper continental crust [18]. In contrast, during the
Holocene there is no correlation between the Li+/Ca2+
ratio and Ca2+ and the relative concentrations of Li+ are
markedly higher, with Li+/Ca2+ ratios of up to 10− 2,
which can be explained in two different ways, as an
enrichment of Li in the Holocene dust, or as an acidity
effect, enhancing the solubility of Li.
In order to investigate variations in the relative LiT
amounts in the dust, we use here the concentration of
BaT as a continental tracer. In order to assess the
importance of the rock and soil dust contribution for Li
we calculated crustal enrichment factors (EFc) for each
depth. An EFc is defined as the concentration ratio of a
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Fig. 2. Analysis of dust species for the Holocene (grey points) and the glacial (black points) periods. (A) Li+/Ca2+ mass-ratios versus Ca2+
concentrations (in pg g− 1). (B) Crustal enrichment factors (EFc) for LiT evaluated using BaT concentrations as a crustal indicator (see Eq. (5)). The
thick horizontal line indicate EFc = 10, which we consider to be a maximum value for soil dust. (C) Ca2+/Dust mass-ratio versus dust massconcentration. (D) Li2+/Dust mass-ratio versus dust mass-concentration.

given element to that of BaT or Ca2+ (which are good
proxies for rock and soil dust). For example, the EFc for
Li with respect to Ba is thus:
EFc ¼

½Liice =½Baice
;
½Licrust =½Bacrust

ð5Þ

where [Li] crust/[Ba]crust = 22 ppm/668 ppm = 0.033
according to data for the upper continental crust given
by [18]. Despite the fact that the composition of rock
and soil dust reaching Antarctica might significantly
differ from the composition of the mean upper crust,
EFc values close to unity (up to ∼ 5) will indicate that
the corresponding elements mainly originate from rock
and soil dust. Using Ba as a crustal indicator we may
expect larger EFc values (up to ∼10) for soil dust since
a fraction of Ba is strongly bounded to silicates and
might be not detected by ICP-SFMS [19]. It should
however be emphasized that the choice of other crustal
compositions would not make any significant differences in the interpretation. Conversely, values significantly larger than ∼ 10 will most likely indicate a

significant contribution from other natural sources such
as salt deposits and volcanic eruptions. Fig. 2B shows
the relationship between LiT EFc values, calculated
according to Eq. (5), versus BaT concentrations. The
EFc values are all between 5 and 10 for the glacial
period i.e. within the limit for soil dust, while for the
Holocene period all EFc values are higher than 10. The
Holocene EFc values are very similar to EFc values
measured in an ice core from Bolivia, South America
[32], where the salt lakes of Bolivia Altiplano are likely
to contribute significantly to the ice core Li content.
The glacial data points in Fig. 2B show a significant
decreasing trend (R2 = 0.47 for logarithmic data) with
increasing Ba T concentrations, which indicates a
modification of the dust during transport with a longer
atmospheric lifetime for LiT than for average dust (BaT).
For the Holocene, the LiT-EFc is above the trend line
for the glacial samples. Comparing Fig. 2B with A
where the relative amount of Li+ is much higher during
the Holocene period, we see that the excess LiT
recorded in the Holocene is due the enhanced relative
amounts of Li+.
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Fig. 2C and D shows respectively the ratios Ca2+/
dust mass and Li + /dust mass versus dust mass
concentrations (given in pg g− 1). The Ca2+/dust mass
and Li + /dust mass ratios versus dust mass show
decreasing trends both for the Holocene and for the
glacial period. However, for the Ca2+/dust mass ratio
(Fig. 2C) the trends for the Holocene and glacial period
are markedly different, with relatively low Ca2+/dust
mass ratios for the Holocene, while for the Li+/dust
mass ratio, the trends for the glacial period and the
Holocene are very similar. To understand this difference
one should consider that the changes in soluble
chemistry (Li+ and Ca2+) along the ice core record
could be related to varying acid chemistry in the ice,
dissolving different fractions of the dust minerals.
Antarctic ice is mainly acidic due to relatively high ice
core concentrations of sulphuric acid and nitric acid
[33]. However, Ca2+ represents an alkaline constituent
(CaCO3) that reduces acidity and limits the acidity
effects on freshly deposited aerosol [34]. Reactions
between dust aerosols and aerosols of sulfuric or nitric
acid during atmospheric transport is also a possibility
(e.g. [8]). So we may expect different acidity effects on
dust during different climate periods. However, melted
ice samples from Antarctica are always acidic, so we can
assume that all the samples analyzed are subjected to a
maximum degree of acidity effect during sample
preparation. Furthermore, the trend for the Ca2+/dust
mass ratio shiftings towards relatively lower values
during the transition, which cannot be a result of an
acidity effect, while the trend for the Li+/dust mass ratio
is rather constant over the record. In addition, the higher
Li+/Ca2+ ratios during the Holocene compared to those
during the glacial period (Fig. 2A) are associated with an
increase in the trend for the EFc (Fig. 2B), indicating
that changes in the soluble fraction reflect changes in the
dust composition rather than being a result of fluctuations in the acid chemistry. This is further supported by
the opposite behavior of Fe that seems more soluble
during the LGM than during the Holocene [35].
In order to summarize our results, average values for
the Holocene (0–11 ka BP) and the late glacial period
(20–45 ka BP) of the parameters investigated above are
shown in Table 1.
3.3. Particle size analysis
Results from our particle analysis are shown in Fig. 3.
The volumes (masses), V , of dust particles are nearly
log-normally distributed with respect to particle diameter, d. Size distributions of insoluble dust particles are
characterized by the modes (μ; diameter) and the relative

Table 1
Average values (avg) and standard deviations (std) for the Holocene,
0–12 ka BP and for the late glacial period, which cover the time
interval of 20–45 ka BP in the first four rows and of 20–27 ka BP in
the last four rows

+

−1

Li [pg g ]
Li+(bag median) [pg g− 1]
LiT [pg g− 1]
LiT-EFc
Dust mass 103 [pg g− 1]
Size mode [μm]
Li+/Dust [10− 5]
Ca2+/Dust

Holocene avg (std)

Late glacial avg (std)

7 (11)
5 (2)
6 (4)
28 (30)
26 (11)
1.9 (0.2)
21 (23)
0.18 (0.21)

11 (7)
9 (4)
41 (29)
7 (1)
791 (46)
1.8 (0.2)
3 (2)
0.08 (0.04)

standard deviation (σ = std − log(μ)) of the normal fit to
the ∂V/∂log(d) distribution. In Fig. 3A is seen a decrease
in particle size mode over a few ka at the beginning of the
last transition. But then at 16 ka BP, the size mode
abruptly increases, which is consistent with previous
observations in the EDC ice core [3], and opposite to
what would be expected on the basis of other observations (e.g. in Greenland ice cores [13]), where warmer
climate conditions are associated with a smaller particle
size mode. Opposite changes in particle size modes at
different East Antarctic sites were previously observed
and explained as a regional transport effect involving a
vertical fractionation process [14]. However, as seen in
Fig. 3A the increase in particle size mode is associated
with an increase in the standard deviation, σ, of the lognormal size distribution, pointing to a mixed dust type
for the Holocene.
In order to obtain a better understanding of the glacial
to interglacial changes in the particle characteristics, we
analyzed different dust size fractions separately. The
Coulter Counter sorts the particle counts into size
fractions corresponding to the 256 instrumental channels, from which we obtained time series for each size
interval. Each series was then correlated with the series
of Li+ and Ca2+ concentrations. The Holocene and
glacial sub-series were correlated separately. The
maximum particle size to be significantly counted can
be determined on the basis of the influence of Poisson
statistics on the particle counts. This influence resulted
in a > 10% counting error for particles larger than
6.6 μm for the glacial series, and for particles larger than
3.5 μm for the Holocene series. The minimum particle
size to be counted depends on the sensitivity for CC and
is set to 0.8 μm in diameter. For the glacial period the
observed correlation curves for Li+ and Ca2+ are nearly
proportional (Fig. 3C). Ca2+ correlates best with
particles around 1 μm in diameter and Li+ correlates
best with particles around 0.8–1.0 μm in diameter
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Fig. 3. (A) dust mass concentrations (in pg g− 1 of ice) together with the particle size mode (μ) and standard deviation (σ) of a log-normal size
distribution. (B, C) Correlation coefficients for correlations between particle size fractions and respectively Li+ and Ca2+ for the Holocene (B) and the
glacial (C) periods. The solid grey curve indicates the size distribution of particle counts. The grey bar at around 1 μm indicates the Fine Particle
Fraction used in panel (E). (D) Bag medians of Li+ concentrations (in pg g− 1 of ice) versus bag means of particle size mode for the Holocene period
(bag-means and bag-medians represent respectively mean and median values over 55 cm ice core strips). (E) Logarithmic Li+/dust mass ratios versus
logarithmic Fine Particle Fraction values (in %), which we have chosen to be the mass fraction of particles in the size range between 0.9 and 1.1 μm in
diameter (marked with a grey bar in (B) and (D)).
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indicating that Li+ and Ca2+ are both mainly related to
the very small particles that usually are dominated by
clay minerals [28]. For the Holocene series (Fig. 3B)
correlations are limited because of less accuracy in the
low concentration range both for particle counts and for
IC measurements. However, using bag-medians (median sample value for a 55 cm ice core depth interval) for
Li+ concentrations and bag-averages (mean sample
value for a 55-cm ice core depth interval) for particle
characteristics, there seems to be a significant increasing
trend for Li+ concentrations with increasing size mode
for the Holocene (Fig. 3D), suggesting that Li+ in this
period is associated with larger particles. A relationship
with very small particles for Li+ during the glacial
period is further confirmed by the increasing trend of the
Li+/dust mass ratio against the mass fraction of particles
in the 0.9–1.1 μm diameter size fraction (Fig. 3E). Ca2+
has a similar relationship with the 0.9–1.1 μm size
fraction (not shown) during the glacial period. This
investigation shows that the Li enrichment in the EDC
ice core during the Holocene is associated with an
abruptly and marked change in the behavior of the dust
material at the last transition, indicating a major change
in the composition of terrestrial dust.
4. Discussion
4.1. Changes in dust composition during the late
glacial period
Changes in dust concentrations during the late glacial
period in the EDC ice core (e.g. during the Antarctic
warming A1 (Fig. 1)) has been explained in previous
papers by changes in dust mobilization at the source
[3,23]. However, the linear relationships between
logarithmic concentrations of different dust species,
for the period from 45 ka BP and around 16 ka BP (Fig.
2), indicate that the chemical and size characteristics of
the dust to a large part is affected by modifications
during transport, associated with changing airconcentrations. From our results, variations in dust concentrations during the late glacial period are therefore to a
significant part resulting from changes in the strength of
atmospheric circulation, pointing to a more efficient
transport of dust to East Antarctica during the LGM than
during A1.
4.2. Glacial–interglacial contrasts
While the changes in dust composition between 45
and 16 ka BP shows systematic behavior which can be
explained as an effect of changing transport times,

probably combined with systematic climate changes in
the dust source area, the changes at around 16 ka BP
need a different explanation. A major decrease in source
emission [23] and a vertical fractionation process locally
[14] are previously proposed hypotheses, which may be
supported by some of the observations that were done
from the present analysis; for instance the Ca2+/dust
mass ratios in the Holocene are similar to the
corresponding glacial ratios although concentrations in
the ice core are much lower during the Holocene (Fig.
2C). This could indicate that transport modifications of
the dust characteristics are similar during the glacial and
the Holocene. However, other observations are not
consistent with those hypotheses. The most striking one
is the glacial–interglacial change in behavior of Li+,
which for the glacial part is related to the small sized
particle fraction, while in the Holocene part, increased
Li+ concentrations are associated with a large particle
size mode (Fig. 3D and E). This contrast indicates a
marked change in mineral composition of the dust at the
last transition. In the glacial period, Li seems to be
related to clay minerals that generally consist of very
fine particles that can leach soluble species to natural
waters, while in the Holocene dust, Li seems to be
mostly soluble, suggesting that Li in that period is
associated with other minerals, from evaporate deposits,
for instance. Based on our studies on the dust in the
EDC ice core we suggest that the Holocene and the
glacial dust respectively represent two different dust
materials probably related to different source areas. The
observation of relatively weak correlations between dust
species during the Holocene (Fig. 2) points to a mixed
composition of different dust materials during the
Holocene. This is further supported by the observation
of an increased standard deviation of particle sizes
during the Holocene (Fig. 3A).
According to the relationships in the glacial period
between different dust species (Fig. 2A–D), we have
matched the amplitudes of four different records on
logarithmic scales (Fig. 4). Between 45 ka BP and 16 ka
BP the curves are lying on top of each other, illustrating a
relationship between the species according to Eq. (3).
After approximately 16 ka BP, the curves start to diverge
and from the end of the transition they are completely
separate in the plot, illustrating the change in dust
characteristics. While a Patagonian provenance of the
glacial dust has been well documented (e.g. [14]), the
Holocene dust may be characteristic for an additional
dust source that, if present, was not important during the
glacial period. Considering that the size characteristics
change abruptly at around 16 ka BP while the decreasing
trend in concentrations is constant, we suggest that the
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction of the change in particle characteristics over the transition in the EDC ice core. The top curve show the δD record on a reversed
axis. Below that are the records of Li+ bag median (grey line and open triangles), Ca2+ bag means (black line only), dust mass concentrations (line and
solid diamonds) and size mode bag means (μ, line and open circles). The curves are shown on arbitrary logarithmic scales that are scaled to match
over the glacial period.

amounts of the glacial dust type in the EDC ice core
decreased, as expected, in line with the warming trend,
while the relative amount of the Holocene dust increased
abruptly at around 16 ka BP due to some major changes
in transport trajectories or in dust mobilization at a
potential source area.
5. Conclusions
Based on the two complementary records of soluble
and total Li from the EDC ice core we have made
detailed studies of the chemical properties of the EDC
ice core dust material. Our analyses take modifications
of dust characteristics during atmospheric transport into
account, and reveals a major change in the dust material
at around 16 ka BP. Our analyses have shown a high
degree of complexity in the characteristics of East
Antarctic dust and has demonstrated the importance of
including many parameters in an analysis in order to
avoid a misleading interpretation.
Using Ba concentrations as a crustal indicator we
have shown that the dust is enriched in Li during the

Holocene, while a comparison between concentrations
of Ca2+ and dust mass showed a relative depletion in
the Ca2+ content during the Holocene. These observations rule out an effect from acidity on concentrations of
the soluble dust species. Our analysis of dust size
characteristics confirms previous observations by [3] of
an increase in the dust size mode during the last
transition. Further analysis of dust size fractions
showed contrasting glacial–interglacial behavior. In
the glacial dust, Li+ and Ca2+ are well correlated and
both are related to relatively small particles, which are
likely to be clay minerals. In contrast, in the Holocene
dust, Li+ and Ca2+ are only weakly correlated, the Li
content is to a larger part soluble, and high Li+
concentrations are associated with a large particle size
mode. These properties indicate different dust materials
in the EDC ice core for the glacial period and for the
Holocene. The glacial dust has a well-defined mineral
composition, which seems to be significantly affected
by varying transport times from the Patagonian source
location to the East Antarctic ice sheet. At around 16 ka
BP, the characteristics of the dust material changed
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abruptly probably due to a change in the main source
location.
Based on our analysis of the EDC ice core dust, we
propose here that the glacial dust material partly
disappeared from the air mass above Dome C by the
end of the Antarctic Cold Reversal; possibly due to a
weakened transport from Patagonia as the climate
became warmer, while a different dust material was
introduced to Dome C around 16 ka BP being in
addition to the glacial dust material during the Antarctic
Cold Reversal. The Holocene dust seems to be mixed
between different dust types, probably representing
different source areas. Future studies on transport of dust
to East Antarctica might focus on the changes in the
major dust source, occurring at around 16 ka BP, in
order to understand whether they are related to enhanced
dust mobilization in a potential dust source area or to a
change in the atmospheric flow pattern for East
Antarctic dust.
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